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Worldwide Transportation Library Completes Tour of Suriname

The Worldwide Transportation Library (WWTL) provides road and railroad photographs to
international travelers. During August 2022, the WWTL visited the capital city of Paramaribo
to capture the flow of traffic and the vibrant economy.

PARAMARIBO, Suriname (PRWEB) August 15, 2022 -- The Worldwide Transportation Library (WWTL,
https://wwtl.info/suriname) announces today a completion of its tour into the South American country of
Suriname. Studies were conducted on regional thoroughfares around the thriving capital of Paramaribo, where a
steady mixture of buses and cars keep this Dutch-speaking metropolis moving. With an impressive melting pot
of African, Indian, and Chinese cultures, it became apparent the need for wide boulevards and avenues to
maintain an economy where 50% of the nation resides in close proximity. Not only this, but there are traffic
considerations from outside industries in the Amazon inlands to deliver natural resources on a regular cadence.

All content captured from this tour are exclusively shared on the WWTL website. Each new photograph will be
accompanied by contextual data including GPS coordinates, distance charts, and factual trivia about nearby
cultural landmarks. Also available are videos that illustrate what city life sounds like and how Suriname itself
connects to its neighbouring countries.

“Not too many people know of Suriname outside of South America, so we’re here to help raise awareness,”
states Carl Rogers, owner of the Worldwide Transportation Library. “There’s a little something for everyone
here, whether you’re into European colonial architecture, exploration of Asian temples, immersion of African-
Caribbean influences, or simply tasty food inspired by curry and spices. Here from the northern tip of South
America, the WWTL intends to showcase an often-overlooked region through a transportation network that
provide numerous socioeconomic benefits to diverse groups of peoples.”

Today, with six continents worth of highway and railroad captures, the WWTL caters to tourists who map their
own travels. Their website also serves as a web-resource for viatology (i.e., the scientific study of roads),
showcasing an expansive slideshow of photographs, videos, and full-circle panoramic vistas. As a global
supplier of media, the WWTL also offers translations in French, German, Italian, and Spanish.
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Contact Information
Carl Rogers
WWTL
http://https://wwtl.info
1 (201) 357-0815

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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